
Abhishek KUMAR 
Faculty of GS for UPSC 

A hard working ,honest, dedicated, organised and methodical individual with an excellent listening and
communication skills . I have a keen interest and a proven record in teaching multiple subjects to over
500 students of varied background 

rayabhi9852@gmail.com 9875672018 Patna 

WORK EXPERIENCE 

Faculty of GS 
LBASNAA IAS 
02/2023 - Present,  Moga 

Demonstrated adaptability and self discipline by successfully
completing Geography and Environment classes in a hybrid
format(online+offline). 

Facilitated the learning and preparation of students pursuing
bachelors and masters degrees along with IAS exams
preparation at CT UNIVERSITY, ludhiana. 

Utilised my deep understanding and knowledge of UPSC
mains exam to evaluate test papers and provide thorough
feedback on related subjects and topics. 

Faculty of GS 
Photons IAS 
10/2022 - 01/2023,  Itanagar 

Responsible for teaching Geography, modern Indian History
and economics to the foundation batches. 

Experience in teaching GS paper 4 in mains special batches. 

Responsible for inculcating critical thinking skills to improve
answer writing. 

Freelance content developer 
Edu auraa 
06/2021 - 09/2021,  Patna India 

Collected and organised information to produce well written
articles and content for aspirants of UPSC-CSE forcthe
subjects of Geography and polity. 

Faculty of mathematics 
Avanti fellows 
05/2018 - 04/2019,  Karnataka 

Teaching mathematics to the aspirants of JEE-mains and
advance at multiple centres ( Shivamogga,Hassan and
Mangalore). 

Actively participated in training program and trained the
teachers of Jawahar Navodaya Vidyalaya on the modern way
of delivering the educational content and latest curriculum
for competitive exams like jee mains and advance at
Kolhapur maharashtra. 

EDUCATION 

computer science and engineering 
Techno India university 
07/2014 - 05/2018,  CGPA-8.00 

SKILLS 

Communication skills Critical thinking 

Problem solving Decision making 

Classroom engagement Content delivering 

EXAMINATIONS CLEARED 

UPSC -CSE prelims 
Cleared the first stage of civil service examination 4 times in a row
in the year 2019,2020 ,2021 and 2022. Written 4 mains with
Geography as an optional paper 

UPSC-CAPF(AC) 
Cleared this exam for the post of assistant commandant in the year
2019 and 2020 

UPSC-CDS 
Cleared the combined defence service examination 4 times in a
row in the year 2018(1and2) and 2019(1and 2) 

UPSC NDA 
Cleared written examination 5 times in a row 

SSC CPO 
Cleared the exam in the year 2019 

LINK TO MY CLASSROOM 

Geography (billingual) 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18QsTTUTVYjqmPuiSuKDYk1CYnzyhg9L
q/view?usp=drivesdk 

Environment (billingual) 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1E5rN4Bal2XhLP2uPBcQduHdYDgKKMg
wO/view?usp=drivesdk 

Modern Indian History 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-
r62gS6qqXIBQ4nA4LtAjBIvxEPzvYee/view?usp=drivesdk 

LANGUAGES 

English 
Full Professional Proficiency 

Hindi 
Full Professional Proficiency 

INTERESTS 

Traveling, Teaching and learning ,Sports 
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